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The conditions of applicability of the transfer equations for normal waves are found: the
orthogonality of the waves, or a large phase shift between them over a mean free path. Expressions
are obtained for the degree of orthogonality of normal waves in an axially symmetric medium (e.g.,
a magnetoactive plasma or a gas consisting of atoms experiencing the normal Zeeman effect). Simple
formulas for the degree of circular polarization of the radiation emerging from the atmosphere of a
star with a strong dipole-type magnetic field are derived on the basis of the equations for the
normal-wave intensities. The question of radiation polarization in layers located deep inside an
anisotropic medium is considered, and the cases when such polarization occurs are indicated.

radiation, n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the
normal waves, and iJ.1 and iJ.2 are their absorption coefficients. If even this condition is not satisfied, for the
The problem of radiation transfer in an anisotropic
important particular case of local thermodynamic equimedium is of great practical importance both for the
librium (LTE), the simplified description is applicable
laboratory plasma and in astrophysics.
when the normal waves are orthogonal to each other,
Magnetic fields H ~ 107 G have now been attained in
i.e., when the principal axes of their polarization ellipses
laboratories. Therefore, the possibility is presently
are perpendicular to each other and the ellipses themdiscussed of measuring the polarization of the shortselves are similar. In a magnetoactive plasma the
wave radiation (in the optical and x-ray bands) of a
normal waves are orthogonal for any angle of propagation
plasma in a magnetic field[l]. Polarization measurements
of the waves and for any magnitude of the magnetic field
yield information about the magnetic-field and temperif the radiation frequency W is much higher than the
ature distributions inside the plasma.
electron-ion collision rate ve. In a gas consisting of
The problem of the polarization of the radiation of an
atoms experienCing the Zeeman effect, the normal waves
anisotropic medium has become especially pressing in
can be far from being orthogonal near the center of the
astrophysics in connection with the recently discovered
spectral line.
magnetic white dwarfs (for references, see [2l) with magEquations for the intensities of the normal waves,
netic fields of 10 6 _10 8 G and pulsars, which, apparently,
obtained
from the general transport equations, yield
12
13
have fields of up to 10 _10 G. The radiation of an
formulas for the degree of circular polarization of the
anisotropic medium is, as a rule, polarized, and the
radiation emerging from the atmosphere of a star with
measurement of this polarization allows us to obtain
a strong dipole-type magnetic field. In particular, for
important data on the characteristics of the emitting
the
Rayleigh-Jeans region of the spectrum and for a hot
object. Two methods are available for computing the
atmosphere, when the bremsstrahlung absorption is
polarization of radiation. The first consists in solving
dominant, the degree of circular polarization is described
a system of transport equations for four Stokes paraby
the approximate formula Py = 0.024[i'?wwH/(kT)2]COSa,
i3l
meters , or in solving a matrix equation for the radiawhere wH = eH/mec is the electron cyclotron frequency
tion-density polarization matrix(4l. This method is the
corresponding to the field at the magnetic pole of the
one most frequently used in astrophysics, especially in
star, while a is the angle between the normal to the
the optical region. The second method is based on the
surface and the direction of the axis of the magnetic
concept of the two normal (natural) waves-the ordinary
dipole.
and extraordinary-which propagate in an anisotropic
medium independently of each other if the radiation and
AnalysiS of the equations obtained allows us to descattering processes are unimportant. It consists in
termine the polarization of the radiation in layers located
solving a system of two transport equations for the inten- deep inside the medium. It is indicated that radiation can
sities of the normal waves, and it is usually used in the
be polarized in layers located deep inside a dense
problem of radio-wave propagation in a plasma (5l .
plasma with a magnetic field when the plasma frequency
is much greater than the Doppler broadening. In such
The first method is more general, but considerably
a plasma the generation of the ordinary wave is inhibited.
more laborious. The second method is considerably
In the case of a plasma with a very strong magnetic
simpler, since it allows us to directly use the wellfield (wH» w), when T(w/wH)2 « 1 (T is the total
developed apparatus of the theory of unpolarized-radiaoptical width of the plasma), only the ordinary wave will
tion transfer, but it is far from being always applicable.
be effectively generated and propagated, even if T» 1.
In the present paper we show the connection between
these two methods and establish, using the equations for
2. THE NORMAL WAVES AND THE DIFFERENT
the intensities of the normal waves, the criteria for the
FORMS OF THE TRANSFER EQUATION
applicability of the radiation-transfer description. It is
If the medium is such that the phenomena of electrofound that such a description is applicable in an optically
magnetic-energy emission and scattering are important,
thick medium if at distances corresponding to a unit
then to determine the characteristics of the radiation
optical thickness the phase shift of one normal wave
of the medium we must solve the radiation-transfer
relative to the other is large, i.e., wln1 - n21/c
equation. For an arbitrary anisotropic medium it is
» (iJ.1 + iJ.2)/2, where W is the angular frequency of the
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convenient to use the transfer equation for the polarization density matrix, whose elements are linear combinations of the Stokes parameters. If the refractive index
of the medium differs little from unity, then the transfer
equation is of the form[4 j
(1)

Here Pa{3(nw) is the density matrix of radiation with
frequency w and direction of propagation n. If a, {3 = ±1
are the indices of the right and left circular polarizations, then
p•• = (I+aY) 12,

p._.=- (Q+io.U) 12,

(2)

the normal-wave representation; we do not sum over
j in (7). Equation (7) is simpler in form than (1), but,
as before, it is a system of four coupled equations for
the quantities Rjk' since the source matrix S, generally
speaking, depenos on R.
The diagonal elements of the matrix R have the meaning of normal-wave intensities Rjj == Ij. There are
practically important cases when, instead of (7), one can
write a system of equations for the Ij's. Let us rewrite
(7) in the form
R;k (z) =R" (zo) exp [ -

j

gjk (z') dz' ]

:to

where I, Q, U, and V are the Stokes parameters. The
quantity Ta{3(nw) is the transfer matrix, the Hermitian
part of which describes the absorption of the radiaton,
while the anti-Hermitian part describes the transition
from one polarization to the other. The quantity Sa{3(nw)
is the source matrix, which, generally speaking, includes both an integral term depending on p and describing the scattering and an additional radiation source
(e.g., a thermal radiation source). In Eq. (1), as below,
summation over repeated polarization indices is implied.
Let
In expression (3), the Tjs (j = 1, 2) a 7i1 the eigenvalues
of the transfer matrix, while Uaj == f~ are the cyclic
components of the eigenvectors of the matrix T. The
vectors fO} = eaUOij are the basis vectors of the polarization of two waves, which, in an anisotropic medium,
are called normal waves (the j = 1 wave is called the
extraordinary wave, the j = 2 the ordinary wave). The
real and imaginary parts of Tj are the coefficients of
absorption fJ.j and refraction wnjlc for the j-th normal
wave. The quantities
0.;=1,(1) It~~ =

(T;-T -,-,) IT-II

(4)

determine the j-th wave's polarization, which in the
general case is elliptical. The parameters of the polarization ellipse (see the figure) can be expressed in terms
of the modulus ri and phase I5j of the complex coefficients Oij as follows:
!l;= (r;+1)/[2(r/+1)]"'.

b;= Ir;-11/[2(r;'+1)]"'.

x;=(6 j ±n)/2.

Sjk (z,) exp [ -

j gjk (z') dz' ] dz"
%1

(9)

where z is the coordinate in the direction n and Zo is
some fixed value of z. The equality (9) is an integral
equation for Rjk. The second term on the right-hand
side of (9) contains integration of the source matrix with
the function exp01 gjkdZ). Only those Zl which satisfy
z

the condition Re

Jgjkdz 'sI contribute to the integral.

If

Zl

j

dz'~ Re j gjO dz'
2:1

Ofl

(lOa)

or (for a homogeneous medium)
(lOb)
then the integral over Zl for j f k is much smaller than
that for j = k, because of the presence of the rapidly
oscillating factor exp[iIm

1

gjkdz

J. The conditions

(10)

imply that the phase shift between the two normal waves,
which is due to the difference in the phase velocities,
is large at distances corresponding to one optical thickness.
For the particular case of circularly polarized
normal waves, the condition (10) is called the condition
for large Faraday depolarization. Under this condition
(11)

(5)

It can be seen from Eq. (11) that the off-diagonal elements are damped out over a distance of ~ [(fJ.j + fJ.k)/2r

(6)

from the radiation sources, something that does not
happen to the diagonal elements because of the presence
of the term Sjjl5jk' Consequently, if we are interested in
the propagation of radiation at sufficiently large distances
from the radiation sources (e.g., from the lower limit
of a flat atmosphere) and the condition (10) is fulfilled,
then instead of (7) we have

Let us introduce the denSity matrix in the normalwave representation
From Eq. (1) we obtain for Rjk the equation
(nV)R;k=-gjl<RjI<+Sj"

j
.to

1m gjk
(3)

+

(7)

where

(12)

where S'j depends only on the diagonal elements of the
matrix ?i.e., only on the intensities of the normal waves).

3. CONDITIONS FOR ORTHOGONALITY OF THE
NORMAL WAVES

x
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FIG. I. The polarization ellipses
of the normal waves.
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The connection between the Stokes parameter s and the
elements of the matrix R, as well as the explicit form of
the transfer equations in the normal-wave representation,
essentially depends on whether the matrix u determined
by Eq. (3) is unitary and the polarization basis vectors
fO) of the normal waves are mutually orthogonal. For
exam ple, if u is unitary (u +U = 1), then the radiation intensity I = f 1 + hi in the opposite case I = uajRjkUkOi is
Yu. N. Gnedin and G. G. Pavlov
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a linear combination of all the elements of the matrix R.
The effect of the unitarity of u on the explicit form of
the transfer equations is especially clearly manifested
in the LTE approximation. In this case[6] Sa{3 = B(TCl{3
+ T:Ij3)/2, where B is the Planck function. If the matri~
u is unitary, then the eigenvectors of the matrix T + T
coincide with those of T, and Sjk = BJ.Ljlijk/2. Therefore,
if the normal waves are orthogonal, then even when the
condition (10) is not fulfilled, a system of two equations
can be derived in the LTE approximation for the intensities of the normal waves; what is more the equations
are not coupled, which implies independence of propagation of the normal waves in this case. If, however,
u· , u- 1, then even when the condition (10) is fulfilled the
u-dependent term in (12) has a more complicated form:
Sjj = BJ.Lj[u- 1(u·r 1]jj/2.
Thus, it is of interest to investigate the question of
the orthogonality of the polarization vectors of the
normal waves. It follows from (3) that
(u+u)u=(u+u)_,_,=1,

(u+u),_,=x,

(u+u)_u=x',

(13)

where x = (Cl!a 2 + 1)/(1 + l£!j2)v2(1 + la 212}1/2. It is
clear that as a natural measure of the nonorthogonality
of the polarization vectors we can choose the quantity
lxi, which satisfies the inequality 0 ~ Ixl oS 1. For
Ixl = 0 (a;/ = ail, the polarization vectors are orthogonal,
i.e., the polarization ellipses are similar to each other
(a1b 2 = a 2b 1) and the prinCipal axes of the ellipses are
perpendicular to each other (IX2 - Xli = 1T/2). For Ixl = 1
(a 1 = ( 2 ) we have maximum nonorthogonality: the polarization ellipses coincide with each other.
Let us express Ixl in terms of the parameters of the
medium. For this purpose let us write the elements of
the transfer matrix in the form
(14)

elements of the finite-rotation matrix[7]. They are given
by the formulas
d.,= (1 +a~ cos tI)/2,

doa=-dao=asin 1'}/l'T.

doo=cos I'}.

(18)

The quantities tm(w) are proportional to the diagonal
components of the complex polarizability tensor in cyclic
coordinates.
From (17) and (18) we obtain
t,=(t,+L,)/2+sin'tI(2to-t,-L,)/4,
tq=sin'l'} cos 2<p(2t o-t,-L,)/4,

tv=cos tI(t,-L,)/2,

(19)

tu=-tQ tg 2<p.

The formulas (19) were used in the solution of the
problem of radiation transfer in a spectral line in the
presence of a magnetic field [8]. They allow us to separate
out the angular dependence in its explicit form.
USing (13), we obtain
2to-t,-t-,
1= 2(1,-t-,) sinl'}tgl'}.

For a cold tenuous (Inj - 11

«

(20)

1) magnetoactive plasma
(21)

t",=w//c[ v,-i(W-mwfl)],

where wp and w = eH/mec are the plasma and cyclotron
frequencies and lie is the effective collision rate. In
this case
1 Wn
,,(=---sinl'}tgl'}

2 w+iv,

WHV, sin

tI tg {I

'

(22)

We see from (22) that total orthogonality occurs in a
cold magnetoactive plasma only for longitudinal and
transverse propagations of the waves (I'} = 0 and I'} = 1T/2),
or under the condition that lle = 0, i.e., when collisions
are unimportant. If w» lie (or more preCisely when
w 2 + 1/4wiIsin2t1tan2t1» II~), then the nonorthogonality
parameter
Ix I=

2V,WH Isin I'} tg I'} I
<1
4w'+w,,' sin' tI tg'l'}
,

(23)

The quantities tI' tQ, tu, and tv have the meaning of
so that the normal waves are almost orthogonal. If the
complex transfer coefficients for the corresponding
two conditions
Stokes parameters. Let us also introduce tl = (tQ + tt-)1I2.
(24)
Then
are
fulfilled
at
the
same
time,
then
we
have
total
nonT,.,=t,± (tv'+t,'),\
cx,.,=-[t v ± (tv'+t,') '/']It,.
(15)
orthogonality. In the case of total nonorthogonality,
The quantities £!j, and, consequently, x, are completely
y = ±i, a 1 = a 2 = :;:i, and T1 = T2 = t I , i.e., the eigendetermined by the dimensionless parameter
values and eigenvectors of the matrix T coincide. In
this case the parameters of the ellipses of polarization
1=t,!t v .
also coincide, and are equal to: a1,2 = 1, b1,2 = 0, and
Let a and b be the real and imaginary parts of this
X1,2 = 1T ± 11/4 (the upper sign corresponds to I'} > 11/2,
parameter. Then
the lower sign to I'} < lJ/2), i.e., instead of two normal
waves we obtain one linearly polarized in a direction
Ixl'=(1-l'1-y')/(H1'1-y'), y=2bl(a'+b'+1).
(16)
inclined at an angle of 1T/4 to the direction of the magThus, we have total orthogonality if b = 0 or a 2 + b 2 = co ,
netic field. Thus, total nonorthogonality obtains in the
and total non orthogonality if a = 0 and b = ±1 at the
case when the dispersion equation has essentially
same time.
multiple roots [9]. The conditions given in [9] for the appearance of such roots differ from (24) in that instead
The formulas (15) and (16) are general formulas and
of the condition that w = 0, it is required that w = wp '
are applicable to an arbitrary anisotropic medium. In
but it is actually the same thing, since we considered
the important particular case of an anisotropic medium
the case of only a tenuous plasma CAJ» wp).
with one distinct direction (a tenuous magnetoactive
plasma; an elemental gas experiencing the normal ZeeThe formulas obtained for the cold plasma can be
man effect), the elements of the matrix T can be written
easily extended to the case of an atomic gas in a magin the form
netic field with a Lorentzian absorption -line contour.
,
For such a gaS[6] (if the normal Zeeman effect obtains),
Ta,(nw)=ei(Hl.

Lr drna(l'})tm(w)dm,(I'}),

(17)

m=-i

where I'} and cp are the polar and azimuthal angles of the
vector n in the coordinate system whose polar axis coincides with the distinct direction, and dma (tI) are the
905
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t m =NJ",'gJ,f J'J/4n[vJ,-i(w-mw H /2-wJ'J)],

(25)

where NJ is the concentration of atoms in the lower
state, rJ'J is the partial width of the transition from the
upper state J' to the lower state J, wJ'J is the frequency
Yu. N. Gnedin and G. G. Pavlov
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of the transition, gJ' is the multiplicity of the degeneracy
of the level J', and lIJ' is the total width of the level J',
which is made up of the natural and collision widths.
Since the formula (21) is obtained from (25) by making
the substitutions NJA 2 rJ'JgJ' - 41TWp/C, IIJ' - lie,
W - wJ'J w, and wH - wH/2, all the formulas for the
cold plasma are applicable, after the appropriate substitutions, to the case of radiation transfer in a line in
the presence of a magrietic field. In contrast to the
plasma, for which the orthogonality conditions are fulfilled in the majority of practically important cases,
the conditions for a line are fulfilled only at the wings.
At the line center

1!,(nro)=N

Ef

Clj/«nro,n'ro')dn' dro'.

The condition (10), which must hold for Eq. (29) to be
valid, is fulfilled in many practically important cases.
It can be rewritten in the form

Ixl= {roHlsin~tg~l/v", roHI8in~tg~l>v",
vJ,/roHlsin~tg~l,

The quantities 0' jk (nw, n' w') are the cross sections for
scattering of the k-th normal wave with the characteristics n'w' into the j-th normal wave with the characteristics nw, and N is the concentration of the
scatterers. In contrast to the LTE case, we have two
coupled integro-differential equations for 11 ,2. The
quantities Nl1jk(j f k) may be called the coefficients of
transfOl mation of the k-th wave into the j-th wave, and
the quantity NO'jj the scattering coefficient for the j-th
wave. Notice that in the approximation under consideration

roHlsin~tg~l<vJ,.

Let us emphasize that for any relation between the mag(30)
nitude of the Zeeman splitting wH and the line width wJ,
we can find such a direction Isintrtantrl = lIJ,/wH in which, For example, for the longitudinal propagation in a magnetoactive plasma, the condition (30) has the form
for W = wJ'J, the normal waves will be totally nonorthogonal.
(ro'-roH'-V, ') roH;.!> (ro'+roH'+V.') v,.

For w » wH, lie, it reduces to the requirement that the
cyclotron frequency be high in comparison with the collision rate (w H » lie)' Knowing Ij' we can find all the
Stokes parameters:

4. THE TRANSFER EQUATIONS FOR THE
NORMAL-WAVE AMPLITUDES IN DIFFERENT
APPROXIMATIONS
Let us write out the explicit form of the transfer
equations for the intensities of the normal waves in two
practically important cases.
A. The LTE Approximation. This approximation is
applicable if the medium is so dense that the populations
of the electron states are largely determined by the
collisions and are described by the Boltzmann distribution function with a temperature that can change from
point to point. If th'd conditions (10) are fulfilled, then
the transfer equation (12) assumes the form
(26)

where B is the Planck function, which depends on the
local temperature, Ilj is the absorption coefficient for
the j-th wave, and the matrices u are given by the
formula (3). If the normal waves are orthogonal (u+u = 1),
then irrespective of whether the conditions (10) are
fulfilled or not
(n V) I i =-I!,(I,-B/2) .

(27)

If the refractive indices nj for the normal waves are

very different from unity, then instead of (27) we have [5]
(28)
where 6 j is the angle between the group velocity and the
wave vector of the j-th wave. Let us emphasize that if
the normal waves are nonorthogonal, then Eqs. (27) and
(28) are inapplicable, since in this case the normal
waves cannot propagate independently of each other.

I= EI"

V= EPv'I"

Q= EpQiI ;,

U= .LrPu'I"

(31)

where from (2), (4), and (6), we have
la,I'-1
Pv'= la,I'+1'

2 Re aJ

PQ'=- la,I'+1'

.

21m aJ

pu'=- la i l'+l .

(32)

Taking (5) into account, we can express the formulas
(32) in terms of the parameters of the polarization
ellipses

'-±~
l+Kf'

pv-

!_

l-Kf

PQ-l+K', cos2J("

(33)

where Kj = aj/bj is the ratio of the axe~ of the ellipse,
and the upper sign in the formula for pJ corresponds to
y

lajl> 1 (counterclockwise rotation).

5. CIRCULAR POLARIZATION OF THE RADIATION
OF A STAR WITH A STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD
Let us use the equations obtained for the intensities
of the normal waves to compute the polarization of the
radiation emitted in the continuous spectrum by a star
possessing a strong magnetic field. The magnetic fields
of the majority of these stars (excluding neutron stars)
are such that wH « w in the optical band. In this case
the polarization of the normal waves can be assumed to
be circular for all angles of propagation except in the
narrow interval near tj. = 7T/2; Icostrl « w H sin 2 tr/2W.
As a result, the polarization of the radiation of magnetic
stars should be predominantly circular. The degree of
linear polarization contains (as compared to that of the
circular polarization) an additional small parameter
wH/w, We shall find the degree of circular polarization
of the radiation of magnetic stars in two limiting cases:
in the LTE and pure-scattering approximations. For the
degree of circular polarization we have the formula

B. The Pure-Scattering Approximation. In this case
the medium is so tenuous that an absorbed radiation is
not converted into thermal radiation as in the case of the
LTE, but is re-emitted directly following the absorption
process. In this case the transfer equations for the
normal-wave intensities can be written down if the
(34)
conditions (10) are fulfilled. Transforming the general
transfer equation [4] under the conditions (10), we can
where Fy and FI are the fluxes of the Stokes parameters
obtain
y and 1.
(n V)IJ(nro) =-I!,(nro)I,(nro) +N

906
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Clj/«nro, n' ro')I.(n' ro')dn' dro'.
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A. The Circular Polarization of the Radiation in a
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Stellar Atmoshpere in the Presence of LTE. As a rule,
stellar atmospheres are dense enough for the LTE approxlmation to be applicable. Moreover, in the optical
band the effective collision rate is usually much lower
than the radiation frequency. Consequently, the normal
waves are mutually orthogonal (see (23)), and we can
use Eq. (27). Assuming, as usual, that the temperature
is a linear function of the optical depth, we find from
(27) that

I;=~B.(T,)
(1+~~cose),
2
11;

~=3Iiw/8kT.[ 1-exp( -liw/kTo)].

(36)

The angle e is the angle between the normal to the
stellar surface at the point in question and the line of
sight. In (35) Ilj depends on the frequency and the angle
tr between the magnetic field at the given point and the
line of sight. Since the magnetic field of a real star
cannot be the same at all Roints on the surface, as was
assumed, for example, in 11], Ilj is a position function on
the stellar surface. In computing Ii, we can assume that
III = 112 = Ilo (Ilo is the absorption coefficient in the absence of a magnetic field), since for wH « w, allowance
for the difference between iJ.j and Ilo would only give a
small correction ~ (wH/w)2.
Substituting (35) in (31) and recognizing that for
mutually orthogonal waves
= -pY, we obtain

Pv

cos' Spv' (11,-11.) /2"110'(1 +2fL~/3110),

(38)

where fdO denotes integration over the apparent surface
of the star. The subsequent calculations depend on which
absorption mechanism is dominant in the atmosphere of
star in question and on the nature .of the magneticfield geometry. In general, Il· = Il~ + Il~, where Il~ and

]]

]

Il j are the coefficients of absorption on the electrons
(bremsstrahlung and synchrotron-radiation absorption)
and atoms (bound-bound transitions and the photoelectric
effect). In a cold magnetoactive plasma for which
AWD == (kT/mc 2)'/2 w « lie provided Icostrl
» wHsin 2x!2W, the coefficient of absorption on
electrons[12] is given by
I1f=l1oW'/ (W=FWH Icos tr I) '''''110 (i±2WH Icos trl/w).

where H is the field intensity at the pole and a is the
angle berween the axis of the magnetic dipole and the
line of sight. Substituting (41) in (38), we obtain
(42)
The w and T dependence of Pv is determined by the
ratio 13/I/llo. If the star is so hot that the dominant absorption mechanism is the bremsstrahlung-absorption
mechanism, then computing]I by the Rosseland method[lO],
we have
P./110=0.137 (liw/kT)'[1-exp (-liw/kT) ]-.

(39)

0.027 (liw/kTo) ,
wnpcosa
w
P v=- [1- exp(-liw/kT,) ] '+0,034 (liw/kTo) ,
For flw«

(40)
where the value of a depends on the chosen model. For
bremsstrahlung absorption in a magnetoactive plasma,
a = 4.
Sov. Phys.·JETP, Vol. 38, No.5, May 1974

(44)

kT
P v =-0.027(liw/kT.)'(w,,/w) cos a

while for fiw

»

(45a)

kT
(45b)

Notice that the value of Py for the homogeneous-field
model would be greater by a factor of 2.5 when H = Hp.
Therefore, the formula (42) (after it has been multiphed
by 2.5) is valid for the laboratory plasma also:
w

11.

3

110

B. The Circular Polarization of Radiation Scattered
by Electrons. In certain cosmic sources (x-ray stars)
the scattering by electrons predominates over the freefree transitions: J1.s = Ne<7T » Ilff. In this case Eqs.
(29) can be used when the condition (10) is fulfilled. F(]['
an approximate solution of the problem, let us represent
the integral term in (29) in the form J1. jSjl2, and for Sj
use its value for a dispersive atmosphere without a magnetic field. In the Eddington approximation this value is
Sj = F(l + 3T /2)/21T, where F is the total radiation flux
and T is the optical depth in the absence of a magnetic
field. Then
F ( 1+--cos8
3 11'
).
1;=-

(46)
4n
2 l1i
Comparing (46) with (35) and taking account of the fact
that for scattering by electrons in a magnetic field the
formula (39) is valid, we see that the degree of circular
polarization is given by the formula (42) if we set in it
a = 4 and 13]I/llo = 3/2:
Pv=-0.4(w,,/w) cos a.

For the atomic coefficient of continuous absorption in
a strong magnetic field, there are at present no detailed
calculations. The cross section obtained in [13] by one of
the present authors for the photoelectric effect in a magnetic field in the frequency region of interest to us is
applicable only for negative ions. Kemp's calculations(14]
show that for wH « w we can obtain for the various
continuous-absorption models the relation

907

(43)

and

3

~cose), V=~pv' i1 11'-11. ~cose.
(37)
110
2
11' 11,
Assuming that only the magnetic field is inhomogeneous
over the stellar surface, we find from (37) and (31) that

]

(41)

a w",cosa ~i1 (
2 ~i1 )-.
P v =------- 1 + - . .

l=B(1+ i1

a

JdQ cos' 8H cos tr=4nH. cos a/15,

(35)

where Bw(To) is the Planck function corresponding to the
temperature on the stellar surfac~, Ilj is the absorption
coefficient for the j-th wave, and Il is the frequencyaveraged absorption coefficient [10]. The coefficient 13 in
(35) is, in the Eddington approximation, equal to[10]

PY=~rLJ dQ

Let us assume that a magnetic star can be represented by a magnetic dipole whose center coincides with
the center of the star. In that case

(47)

The formula (47) practically completely coincides with
the result obtained in [15) with the aid of a more rigorous
solution of the transfer equations.

6. THE POLARIZATION OF RADIATION DEEP
INSIDE A MEDIUM
On the face of it, it seems that in layers located deep
inside an anisotropic medium, the radiation can possess
appreciable polarization; for there is a distinct direction
in the medium. It is, however, not difficult to show that
this is not the case if the medium is homogeneous. Deep
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inside a homogeneous medium the characteristics of
the radiation do not depend on the coordinates:
(nV)Pa/3 = 0, and from (7) we have for the density matrix
deep inside the medium the equation
(48)
In the LTE approximation, this immediately yields
Rj~ = 0jkB/2. In the pure-scattering approximation, the
integral equation to which (31) reduces is identically
satisfied upon substitution of the matrix Rjk = ROOjk, in
virtue of the optical theorem [18). Thus, raijiation deep
inside a homogeneous anisotropiC medium is isotropic
and unpolarized.
It is possible, however, to indicate a number of cases

when the radiation can possess appreciable polarization
at large distances from the boundaries of the medium
and sources. Such a situation obtains when the transfer
coefficients for one normal wave are much larger than
those for the other wave, and the coefficients of transformation of one wave into the other ar e small ll •
As an example, we can indicate the problem of the
generation and scattering by electrons of radiation in a
plasma with a very strong magnetic field, such that
wH » w. Then (12) the cross section for scattering of the
ordinary wave by an isolated electron differs little from
the Thomson cross section (]2 ~ O'Tsin2~ (with the exception of the narrow angle range i} s;. (w /WH)1I2). As to
the extraordinary wave, for it 0'1 ~ (w/WH)20'T« 0'2 in
the frequency and angle regions under consideration. It
is Significant that the cross section for transformation
of the normal waves into each other is also less than
the Thomson cross section by a factor of (W/WH)2[17).
A similar situation obtains for the bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient. Therefore, a thermal plasma will
be optically thick for the extraordinary wave provided
To« (WH/W)2, where To is the total optical thickness of
the plasma without a magnetic field. In such a plasma,
only the ordinary wave will be effectively generated and
scattered. The radiation will be concentrated in the
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, and will
possess a large linear polarization right up to depths
T ~ (WH/W)2To. The direction of the preferred oscillations of the electric vector lies in the plane containing
the direction of propagation of the radiation and the
magnetic field.
Another example when radiation can be polarized at
large distances from the boundaries and sources is the
radiation of a dense hot plasma, for which (wp/w/
» nj(w)(kTe/mec2)1I2 and ~ w 2(1 - wH/w), In such
a plasma the dominant role IS played by the magnetobremsstrahlung emission and absorption of. photons at
higher harmonics of the gyrofrequency(5), the absorption coefficient for the ordinary wave being, as a rule,

wp
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two-three orders of magnitude smaller than for the
extraordinary wave. As a result, the radiation can
possess an appreCiable linear polarization far from the
boundaries of the medium. In this case the direction
of the preferred oscillations of the electric vector lies
in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field.
The authors are grateful to A. Z. Dolginov and N. A.
Silant'ev for useful discussions.
I)The assertion made in! lsi that radiation in layers located deep inside
a medium is polarized is valid only in these cases.
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